
 
 

‘Which association do you represent?’ was the question I asked when turning up at 

the annual delegates meeting in Coventry. It was then easy to find something in 

common and make a connection. In this way I met the delegate from Shropshire, 

Gloucestershire, Hertfordshire, Surrey, and Hexham, and realised that there are just 

so many beautiful parts to our country. Countryside at its best once away from the 

traffic. I was once told by a friend that for a week’s holiday, you could do worse than 

pick any OS map and spend your whole time exploring it in detail on foot or by bike 

preferably. In doing so, I have generally realised that an environment that is good for 

me, is good for the bees. Everything is connected, and it is in our interests to put 

nature at the centre of all our small and grandiose schemes. 

…..and so the meeting started, with a general round up by Leigh Sidaway who 

introduced us to the office staff. The first thing I learnt was that Leigh is a lady, not a 

bloke. She made the point that the BBKA staff are great, but, amazingly, they still 

get abuse on the telephone from short tempered beekeepers showing little 

understanding. The Standing orders then got passed without any incident. Below, I 

have listed most of the points that were discussed during the day that may be of 

interest: 

- The BBKA would like to see a stop to importing bees altogether. Last year there 

were 14,000 imported queens, mostly by commercial beekeepers who are reluctant 

to stop. 

- There were no issues from the annual trustee reports. There was a short 

presentation to encourage people to attend the Spring Convention at Harper 

Adams. The programme is now available and bookings are being taken. It 

does sound good. 

- There was a warm invite for the selection day on the 10th March at Stoneleigh for 

youngsters who may want to attend the IMYB which is to be held in Slovakia this 

year. It is for 12 to 16 year olds, but those aged 10+ are encouraged to apply. 

- Newcastle won the exam shield, which was passed on with our name etched on 

from last year’s victory. 

- There was then a bid for Laddingford and District beekeepers to become a 

separate association member of the BBKA, rather than just a branch of an 

association. 

- There was a discussion about whether more small associations should be 

accepted, as they are costly for the BBKA to service. This was turned down by a 

members vote. 
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- Elections to the executive committee were then held. There were only 3 

applications, so all were successful. Associations were encouraged to put more 

people forward for these positions in the future. Propositions from the associations 

were then considered. 

- Propositions from the associations were then considered. 

A motion to give the meeting guaranteed time to debate association proposals fell, as 

it was seen to be too restrictive of the meeting’s time. 

It was agreed that a summary of the minutes of BBKA meetings would be put onto 

the website in the future. 

- It was agreed that the BBKA would write to suppliers of bee equipment asking 

them not to supply leather gloves in beginner’s kits. 

- Changes to the disciplinary procedures were made, whereby as a last resort, 

binding external mediation will be used, and not the attendees of the ADM! 

- There was a request from Leigh Sidaway for associations to email their 

‘Asian Hornet coordinator’ to the BBKA office asap. 

- Members were encouraged to use the website to help answer their questions prior 

to phoning the office. 

There was then a lot of voting on small changes to the BBKA constitution. The most 

significant one was to allow proxy voting in the future. The new constitution was 

passed with the proviso that it will be a work in progress. Named delegates were to 

help the BBKA make changes ready for it to be resubmitted next year for approval. 

The meaning of the word ‘notwithstanding’ was then explained to us by a solicitor. 

(This made me realise why I never fancied becoming a solicitor). 

A clause in the constitution was removed making it easier to become a trustee, 

which was followed by a plea for more volunteers to become a trustee! 

I enjoyed my day, but it does baffle me how little ‘environmental stuff’ I come 

across in the meeting given the changing world we live in. PW  
 
 



That Surely Cannot Be Her Job! 

Last year I was naturally reluctant to see a particularly feisty colony, recovered from 

a Kendal garden as a swarm, get rejected from a friend’s gardens hive. They were 

occasionally attacking his wife whilst she was gardening. So I relocated them to 

some land, well away from people, and found their queen. A handsome lady indeed, 

but sadly she had to go. Determined not to allow one of her spawn succeed her with 

the same traits, I duly acquired a quality queen from Chris Crowder at Levens Hall. 

Now, due to a delay with me being away at work, there may have been a slightly 

protracted period before this lovely queen was sourced and inserted into the colony. 

However,  two  days later I was heartened to see her patrolling the comb and 

apparently ruling the roost, complete with entourage. All I had to do then was let her 

get on with repopulating the colony with her well-mannered brood in time for the 

winter. It was now late August so not a lot of time to spare. 

I was compelled to depart our shores for work once more and it was another four 

weeks until I was able to inspect this colony again. As I lifted the feeder I noticed 

that there was some brood in burr comb at the top. It was instantly clear that there 

was something wrong with the egg laying in the exposed cells; irregular and  

multiple eggs per cell. Further investigation revealed an excessive amount of drones 

for early September. This was all tell-tale signs of a laying worker and no trace of a 

queen to be seen. The new queen had clearly fallen victim to the aggressions of the 

laying worker. In my mind, that is one of the few unhelpful mentalities of the 

colony’s instincts. It is simply not the 

laying worker’s job to destroy the 

colony in this way, surely? 

What must I do this late in the season? 

After some consultation with Julia, I 

was fortunate enough to see that there 

was a queen going begging, after a 

colony merger by a neighbouring 

beekeeper. I raced over and picked up 

the queen then headed for the land. 

Now it is understood that laying 

workers tend to be nurse bees, that  

have generally never left the hive. This 

means that to separate the laying 

worker from the other workers all I 

have to do, in theory, is get them all out 

of the hive. Hmm, with a hive of 

grumpy bees this was going to be 

challenging. 

The method that I followed was to 

move the whole hive away from its 

current location, and empty every box 

and frame of bees onto the grass 



carefully with a light brushing. Then I 

relocated it back to the original location 

allowing the flying bees to re-join it as 

quickly as they could. In the meantime I 

wedged the cage with the new queen in 

between two brood frames centrally. I 

was fascinated to see that over half the 

bees had returned to the old location 

before I had completed this process. 

Completely exhausted, it was later in 

conversation with Julia that I realised that 

I had misunderstood the distances 

involved, lifting the whole hive about 

100 metres up the field, and bringing 

each component back one by one. 

Apparently, 10 metres would have done  

it fine. Good for the exercise work out I 

suppose. 

A week or so later I was pleased to see a 

normal laying pattern, albeit in a 

somewhat depleted colony; victim of the 

lost weeks of rejuvenation. I 

photographed the brood quickly, as I do for later inspection. Back at my computer I found 

the most recent queen, in amongst the colony, safe at last. Well-fed and with excellent 

stores I will now just keep my fingers crossed for the winter. 

Good luck if you have to do this. A B 
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Upcoming Meetings –  

Feb 12th Presentation on queen rearing  

March 12th My ‘wood’: Improving a habitat for bees and wildlife 

April 9th  Bee hive types: Good for the Bees or the beekeeper? 

Heron Hill Bee Team 

Part 1 Having lost our bees last winter we have been determined to do all that we 

could this year not to repeat the experience. The disappointment was felt throughout 

the Bee Team. We felt a huge sense of responsibility with so many unanswered 

questions. This year we tried to do things a little differently, to pre-empt a situation 

rather than to simply react. Did we get it right? Only time will tell… My 

overwhelming memory of the winter prep is how much we have tried to keep the 

bees warm. Our apiary is in a shady corner sitting in a dip in the corner of the school 

field. It does get cold quite quickly. Consequently we have used everything from 

builder's material (Kingspan) to insulated coolbags from supermarkets, to bubble 

wrap and layers of carpet and even knitted tea cosy outfits!! Let's hope we did the 

right thing. We also thought long and hard about the make-up of each hive and what 

position to keep brood boxes and empty supers to aid ventilation. On Ron’s 

recommendation, we ended up under supering. I'd be interested in any other winter 

prep people have tried, whatever the results, ready for next year. Thanks. K H 

 
Part 2 Hello, this is Amy and Lily, we are two of the bee team who sat their Junior 

Certificates at Heron Hill Primary School last year. 

We thought we would tell you about our experience of beekeeping and why children 

make 'beerilliant' beekeepers! We love going down to the hives and learning about 

our bees, we are missing them at the moment as they are keeping warm clustering 

together in the winter...we hope they are warm enough! We left them with lots of 

honey and they have blocks of fondant in case they get hungry. Bees are important to 

us because… They help our community, gardens and plants, and we find the way 

they work really interesting. It's fun to see how honey is made...and then taste it! We 

like seeing how our hives have improved over the year. 

You can trust us as beekeepers because...We are not too noisy and we don't cause 

commotions! We always try to be careful. We always stay focused and try our 

hardest. We really care for our bees. 

Mrs Cottam says we are very helpful in the apiary too...Our eyes are better than the 

adults! We are extremely good at remembering the things we have done, especially 

when writing up our hive records! We are looking forward to our apiary day in the 

summer when we can show you all our lovely bees! A10 & L 9 
 
 



 

 

 



Beekeeping Courses 2019 

March 16th Intermediate Beekeeping (Swarm and disease management ) 

 

May 17th - 19th Introducing Beekeeping 

Both to be held in Brigsteer village hall. Please contact Julia if interested 

How to do a ‘shook swarm’ my way…... 

I do a shook swarm every two years and use this system to replace all the old brood 

combs in the beehive in a single procedure using premium grade wax. It is shown 

to control European foulbrood and be beneficial in controlling nosema and chalk 

brood, I mainly do it to control the varroa mite population. 

When is the best time to carry out a Shook Swarm procedure? Usually in mid-March 

to mid-July. I prepare everything I need during the winter, flaming and cleaning 

brood boxes and making up new frames. I check the weather forecast for warmer 

weather. The earlier the better so you don't lose to many eggs, larvae and brood. 

Move the hive that you intend to shake to one side and place a clean floor on the 

original hive site.  Place the clean brood box containing frames of new foundation 

on top of the open mesh floor. Remove the centre four frames and put them to one 

side. Gently shake all the bees from the old combs into the new chamber, into the 

gap left between the foundations in the clean chamber. Some beekeepers recommend 

finding and caging the queen before this operation and putting a queen excluder 

underneath the brood box to avoid absconding. Personally I have never done this 

and have not become unstuck, i.e. queenless. 

Shake and brush bees left on the old equipment into the new chamber; When all the 

bees have been shaken into the new brood chamber replace the frames of foundation 

that were removed carefully to ensure that you are not crushing the pile of bees. Put 

the crown board back in place. Once the old brood frames have been removed I put 

them immediately into my wax extractor (remember my talk), in order to destroy 

any eggs & larvae quickly. Feed with 

‘heavy’ sugar syrup i.e. 600 mils. of water 

to 1 kg. of white granulated sugar or 

Ambrosia. After about a week check 

carefully at this point as end combs may 

need to be turned around or moved one 

frame into the chamber to effect full 

build-up of comb. It is amazing how 

quickly the bees build beautiful light 

coloured comb which is disease free. The 

picture shows what can be achieved by 

the bees in only one week, with only one 

gallon of syrup… don't overfeed. 

Then, super sooner rather than later. 

Good luck. Ron Bee 
 
 



 
 

I found myself singing this verse in 

a spiritual type meeting a few weeks 

ago. There aren’t many songs which 

refer to ‘golden rod’, which in my 

opinion is an underrated flower. Just 

how abundant was it I wonder?! The 

bees must have been happy in those 

days…and….‘they don’t write em 

like they used to’. 

‘Haze on the far horizon, 

The infinite tender sky, 

The ripe rich tints of cornfields, 

And wild geese sailing high, 

And over high and lowland, 

The charm of golden rod - 

Some people call it nature, 

And others call it God’ 

William Herbert Carruth 1859 - 1924 
 

 

Thoughts from a new member. 

I have had an interest in keeping bees for about 20 years, fuelled by a bee keeper 

having a couple of hives in our garden. It used to be just a vague thought, but then in 

recent years, as circumstances have changed, a more serious consideration. I made 

lots of excuses such as ‘my daughter suffers a severe reaction to bee stings’….but 

she now has her own home. ‘Too busy’…....but I’ve now retired (still busy!). I have 

a campervan and go away by choice in May and Sept…..but I could share the 

responsibility with Meg, a close friend who has been collecting honey pots for 20 

years and would like something to put in them! 

I was having lunch with a friend who mentioned her husband had more hives than he 

really wanted or had time for. After visiting and opening the hives with him, reading 

books and old copies of BBKA, and offers of ' I am just a phone call away,' we took 

the plunge. In August 2018 we became the proud owners of our first hive. How little 

we knew…...and still do! L T 


